University at Buffalo Artwork Release

Name of Artist, Organization, or Group: ______________________________________

E-Mail: _________________________________   Phone: (___)_________________

Address: ___________________________________________________________

Artwork Title, Media, and Description: _______________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

Date Artwork Created: __________________________________________________

Declaration of Originality

I(we) hereby attest that the artistic work described above is my original work in its entirety. It has not been copied or reproduced in whole or in part from any other artwork, photograph, or digital asset by the act of tracing, duplicating, or any other means. Furthermore, I(we) attest that no mechanical device such as opaque projectors, photocopiers, or computer-enhanced pictures were used to replicate another’s artistic work, in whole or in part, in the creation of the aforementioned artistic work. I(we) agree that the University at Buffalo will not be responsible for any copyright infringements, and I(we) will release and indemnify the University at Buffalo from any and all claims.

Signed:_______________________________________  Date:_________________
Witness:______________________________________  Date:_________________
Witness:______________________________________  Date:_________________

Authorization of Use and Transfer of Ownership

I(we) hereby assign ownership of the aforementioned artwork and all rights thereto including copyrights to the University at Buffalo, which includes the absolute right to copyright, publish, and reproduce said artwork, in whole or in part, in color or otherwise, made through any media at a studio, on the grounds, or any location at the University at Buffalo or elsewhere, for advertising, editorial, educational, trade, or any other lawful purpose whatsoever as deemed necessary by the University at Buffalo. I(we) hereby transfer ownership of aforementioned artwork without receipt of any further financial consideration or compensation now or in the future, and that I(we) waive any right that I(we) may have to inspect and/or approve any finished artwork rendition. I(we) waive any and all rights I(we) may have in the aforementioned artwork, and release, discharge and agree to save the University at Buffalo from any liability by virtue of the use of said artwork.”

Signed:_______________________________________  Date:_________________
Witness:______________________________________  Date:_________________
Witness:______________________________________  Date:_________________

Form and copy of artwork must be submitted to the UB Trademarks and Licensing Office when requesting use of university trademarks.